
CalidoRay UW Pool Lights

CALIDORAY
LIGHTS

Conventional Halogen range with 4 
interchangeable coloured lenses

LED multi-coloured range with variable colour 
transition

50,000 hour lifespan on LED models

Available for concrete or fibreglass/vinyl liner 
pools

20m or optional 30m cables

A range of affordable LED Colour changing and conventional Halogen  
Under Water Pool Lights



CALIDORAY UW POOL LIGHTS

Everyone loves to look at a crystal clear pool in 
their own back yard. But why limit the beauty of 
your new pool to day time only?

A Calidoray lighting system enhances the beauty 
of your pool during the night – so you double the 
viewing pleasure of your new investment.

CALIDORAY HALOGEn 
A low cost but highly effective light for your swim-
ming pool, each Calidoray Halogen light is sup-
plied with 4 different coloured interchangeable 
lenses.  So when the seasons change or your 
mood changes, simply change the coloured 
lenses to illuminate your pool in a totally different 
way.   Models are available for concrete, vinyl 
liner and fiberglass pools.

To truly enhance the visual appearance of your pool, you require at least one 
light. This increases the flexibility to use the pool during the day and night, 
ideal for parties and outdoor activities.

CALIDORAY RGB 
Calidoray RGB is a long life high output LED light.  
Each light has 4 programmed lighting sequences or 
your can select, white, red, green or blue as stand-
ard colours. The ability to illuminate your pool in 
different colours, fade from one to the next or select 
a disco mode when having a night time party sets 
the mood for your house and backyard.

One Calidoray light is usually suitable for 32 sq metres 
of pool area.   Lap pools will usually require at least 
two lights so consult with your pool builder on the 
number of lights that best suit your application.

WARRAnTY

Calidoray lights are covered by a 12 month warranty 
– go to www.astralpool.com.au for further details.
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Available from:

sales@astralpool.com.au
www.astralpool.com.au

facebook.com/astralpoolAU


